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INSTRUCTIONS.

A few practical remarks to persons about to plant new gardens and pleasure grounds, also to those renovating or replanting old ones, when no professional gardener is employed, the proprietor has to superintend preparing the grounds and planting, and it frequently occurs that for want of a little practical advice, suffer losses and disappointments. In preparing the ground for planting, it should be spaded at least two feet deep; if it is a light sandy soil, mix some clay or heavy loam and leaf soil or top soil from the woods; if the soil is heavy loam, mix with it plenty of leaf soil. In planting, care should be taken not to plant too close together. In filling up old grounds, do not plant near large, strong growing deciduous or evergreen trees. It is often the case that a new and rare evergreen is planted near large trees, and when the hot, dry summer commences, the large trees take all the moisture from the surrounding soil, and the plant seldom lives over one season. In planting evergreens, small plants are the best, from one to three feet in height, according to the growth of the different varieties. Frequent application is made for large plants from five to eight feet. To plant evergreens of that size, it is all chance that one in five will live, with the exception of some of the commonest kinds. After planting, all the rare and valuable kinds should be mulched and shaded. There may be some who do not understand what is intended by mulching and shading. Mulching may be done by covering the ground around the plant with half decayed leaves or pine straw, about three inches thick; this prevents evaporation, and in watering prevents the water from running off. Water should be applied twice per week during the hot summer months, if the weather is very dry. For shading, procure pine branches, sharpen the ends and plant them firmly in the ground on the South side of the plant; renew the pine branch when the foliage drops off. By attending to these few simple directions, few complaints will be made of the loss of newly planted evergreens.

TO CORRESPONDENTS.

The season for removing evergreens is from the first of November to the first of March, before and after that time it is unsafe to remove them, except when grown in pots.

It frequently occurs that before the end of the season some varieties are sold out, except small plants; to ensure the filling orders in full, send them early.

After delivering into the hands of the forwarders, as per directions, and a receipt taken for the same, they will be entirely at the risk of the purchaser.

A small charge made for packing, to cover the cost of the material.

TERMS CASH ONLY.

THOMAS LEARMONT.
HARDY EVERGREEN TREES AND SHRUBS.

The height of each variety is stated in inches, that purchasers, who have not the opportunity of seeing the plants, will understand what they are purchasing.

**Abies Excelsa.**
- Norway Spruce—a fine tree, with dark green foliage. 24 in. 75
- *ABIES CANADENSIS*—Hemlock Spruce—a tree with drooping branches. 24 in. 50
- " *CLANBRASILIANA*—A very pretty dwarf spruce pine, growing two inches in a year, . 6 in. 1 00

**Araucaria Imbricata.**
- Chili Pine—a singular looking tree, with lance-shaped leaves. Difficult to establish; should be planted in strong clay soil, . 12 in. 1 50
- *ARAUCARIA BRAZILIENSIS*—Brazilian Pine—similar to Imbricata, but succeeds better; a noble looking tree, but very scarce, 24 in. 5 00

**Arbutus Uvedo.**
- Strawberry Tree—a shrub with white flowers, and bearing a fruit resembling a strawberry, 12 in. 1 00

**Acuba Japanica.**
- A Japan shrub, with variegated foliage—bushy, 18 in. 1 00

**Buxus Arborescens.**
- Tree Box, . 24 in. 25
- *BUXUS AUREA*—Golden Tree Box, 12 in. 50
- " *LATIFOLIA*—Broad leaved Tree Box, 12 in. 50

**Cupressus.**
- All the Cypress family succeed well.
- *CUPRESSUS SEMPERVIRENS*—Pyramidal Cypress, 36 in. 1 00
- " *HORIZONTALIS*—Horizontal Cypress, 36 in. 1 00
- " *TORULOSA*—Twisted Cypress, 18 in. 1 00
- " *ERICOIDES*—Heath-leaved Cypress; Dwarf, 9 in. 50
EVERGREENS—Continued.

CUPRESSUS THUJAFOLIA — Arborvitae-leaved Cypress, . 12 in. 1 00

" LUSITANICA PENDULA
GLAUCA—Cypress of Goa—a beautiful weeping Cypress; scarce, . . 12 in. 1 50

" FUNEBRIS—A fine weeping Cypress, from China, . 12 in. 50

Cedrus Deodara.
Deodar Cedar—the most beautiful of all Evergreen trees, . . . 12 to 18 in. 1 00
CEDRUS LIBANI—Cedar of Mount Lebanon—a noble looking tree when large, 12 in. 1 00

Cunninghamia Sinensis, or Lanceolata.
Having the appearance of Araucaria; succeeds well, . . . 24 in. 2 00

Cryptomeria Japonica.
Japan Cedar—a fine Evergreen Tree, from Japan; rapid growth, . . 12 in. 1 00

Cerasus Lusitanica.
Portugal Laurel—a pretty, round-headed shrub; bushy, . . 12 in. 1 00
CERASUS LAUROCERASUS—English Laurel, . . . ( 12 in. 25
{ 36 in. 50

Camellia Japonica.
Single Red; perfectly hardy, . . 12 to 18 in. 50

Eriobotrya Japonica.
Japan Plum—a fine shrub from Japan, with fragrant flowers, and farther South bearing a small fruit having the flavor of the Apricot, . . . 6 in. 50

Euonymus Japonica.
Green Euonymus, 18 in. 25
EUONYMUS VARIGATA—Variegated Euonymus, 18 in. 25

Fitzroya Patagonica.
A new Evergreen, with pendulous branches, 12 in. 1 50

Gardenia Florida.
Cape Jessamine, . . . 12 in. 5 5
EVERGREENS—Continued.

GARDENIA FORTUNII—Flowers larger than Florida, 12 in. 50

Juniperus.
A fine class of plants; all succeed well; some of them very ornamental.

JUNIPERUS COMMUNIS—Common Juniper, 12 in. 25
" CHINENSIS—Chinese Juniper, 18 in. 50
" SUECICA—Swedish Juniper, 12 in. 75
" HIBERNICA—Irish Juniper, 18 to 24 in. 75
" CANADENSIS—Trajling Juniper, 12 in. 50

Myrthus Communis.
Sweet Myrtle, 12 in. 50

Magnolia Grandiflora.
Large Magnolia, 12 in. 50
MAGNOLIA FUSCATA—Chinese Magnolia, 12 in. 1 00

Olea Fragrans.
Fragrant Olive, 12 in. 1 00

Pittosporum Tobira.
A round-headed shrub, 12 in. 50
PITTOSPORUM VARIGATA—Variegated, 12 in. 50

Thuja, or Arborvitæ.
No Evergreen succeeds better than the Arborvitæ; will grow in any soil.

THUJA OCCIDENTALIS—Amer. Arborvitæ, 24 in. 50
" ORIENTALIS—Chinese Arborvitæ, 24 in. 25
" SIBERICA—a round-headed variety, 18 in. 50
" AUREA—Golden—the most beautiful of all the Arborvitæ; very ornamental, 12 to 18 in. 1 00
" LIBOCEDRUS DECURRENS—Californian Arborvitæ—a noble-looking tree of rapid growth, with fan-shaped branches, 12 to 18 in. 1 50
" LIBOCEDRUS CHILIENSIS—Chilian Arborvitæ, with light silvery foliage; very pretty, 12 to 18 in. 1 50
EVERGREENS—Continued.

*Taxus Baccata.*
  English Yew, . . 24 in. 75
*Taxus Stricta*—Upright Yew, . 24 in. 75
  " Hibernica—Irish Yew, . 18 in. 100

*Taxodium Sempervirens.*
  Red Wood of California, . . 12 in. 75

*Tinus Lauristinus.*
  A pretty shrub, with white flowers in Winter, 18 in. 50

---

DECIDUOUS FLOWERING SHRUBS.

*Spiraea Prunifolia.*
  Double Flowering Spirea, . . . . 25
  SPIREA REEVESII, . . . . 25
  " double flowering; beautiful, . . 50

*Forsythia Veridissima.*
  Golden Bell Flower, . . . . 25

*Punica.*
  Pomegranate, Double Flowering; red, . . 50
  PUNICA VARIGATA—Double; variegated, . . 50
  WEIGELIA ROSEA, . . . . 50

---

VINES AND CREEPERS.

Several varieties of Honeysuckles, . . . . 25
  Jasmins of different sorts.
  Manettia Cordifolia, . . . . 50
  Wisteria Sinensis, . . . . 25
ROSES.

Roses will grow in any good garden soil, if they have not grown on the same soil before. In replacing or filling up on ground that roses have before grown, remove about four wheelbarrows of soil from the place intended to be planted, fill the space with fresh soil.

Remontant, or Hybrid Perpetual Roses.

Price 40 Cents each, or $4.00 per Dozen.

**ARThUR DE SANSAL**, . . . . Dark purple.
**aUBERNOuN**, . . . . Crimson.
**aUGUSTE MIE**, . . . . Bright rose.
**aUGUSTINE MOUCHELET**, . . . . Large violet rose.
**aLICE LEROY**, . . . . Satin pink.
**aRyOnNE PRERYST**, . . . . Large fine rose.
**aRyONNE HIALLEZ**, . . . . Rosy crimson.
**BErANGER**, . . . . Rosy lilac.
**CaROLEINE DE SANSAL**, . . . . Blush white.
**CHaRLESE BoISsIERE**, . . . . Brilliant crimson.
**Dr. ARNAL**, . . . . Fine crimson.
**DUPLiSSIS MORNAIS**, . . . . Crimson shaded, scarlet.
**DUCHESE DE CAMBACERES**, . . . . Bright rose.
**DUCHESE DE NEMOURS**, . . . . Bright pink.
**ETENDaRT DES AMATEURS**, . . . . Bright crimson.
**GUSTaVE COREAUX**, . . . . Fine purple scarlet.
**GENErAL CHaNGARNIER**, . . . . Large violet purple.
**" DELaGE**, . . . . Rosy lilac.
**" JaCQUEMINOT**, . . . . Large brilliant scarlet.
**" SiMPSON**, . . . . Fine large deep rose.
**JaCQUES LAFAITTE**, . . . . Rosy crimson.
**LOUISE PERONNAY**, . . . . Satiny rose, (fine form.)
**LORD RAGLAN**, . . . . Fine large brilliant crimson violet.
**LaNE**, . . . . Rosy crimson.
**La REINE**, . . . . Large satin rose.
**LION DES COMBATS**, . . . . Large deep crimson.
**L'ENFANT DU MONT CARMEL**, . . . . Large deep purple red.
**MAaDaM HUMBOLDT**, . . . . Bright rose.
ROSES—Continued.

MADAM KNOOR,                          Delicate rose.
  " Masson,                          Fine large brilliant crimson.
  " Laffay,                          Bright rosy crimson.
MARQUISE BOCCELLA,                       Flesh centre rose.
MERE DE SAINT LOUIS,                  Large white shaded, flesh.
PANACHEE DE ORLEANS,                  Flesh striped rose.
PIUS IX,                              Crimson.
PoeNIA,                                reddish crimson.
PRINCE ALBERT,                        Large red, passing to purple.
RIVERS,                                Deep crimson.
SOUVENIR DES BELGES,                  Bright reddish crimson.
TRIOMPHE DE L'EXPOSITION,             Large light crimson.
WILLIAM JESSE,                        Large rose.
YOLLANDE D'ARRAGON,                     

Bourbon Roses.

Price 50 Cents each, or $5.00 per Dozen.

APPOLINE,                          Delicate rose.
DUCHESE DE THURINGE,                      White shaded lilac.
ETOILE DU NORD,                       Fine bright cherry crimson.
GEORGES COUVIER,                       Crimson shaded rose.
HENRI LECOQ,                          Bright crimson.
JULIA DE FONTANELLE,                   Violet crimson.
JUPITER,                              Violet purple.
LA MARECHALE DE VILLARS,              Rosy crimson.
LEVESON GOWER,                         Fine large deep rose.
LOUISE ODIER,                         Bright rose, (fine form.)
MRS. BOSANQUET,                       Delicate blush white.
SEPINTRUS,                            Delicate rose, (fine form.)
SOUVENIR DE LA MALMAISON,             Large white shaded, flesh,
(one of the best.)
QUEEN OF THE BOURBONS,                Large rose.

Tea Scented Roses.

Price 50 Cents each, or $5.00 per Dozen.

ADAM,                               Light rose, (a strong grower.)
ARCHDUCHESS ISABELLA,                Blush white, yellow centre.
BON SILENE,                          Large rose shaded with a coppery tinge.
BOUGERE,                             Large bronzed rose.
CELS,                                Blush white.
DEVONIENSIS,                         Fine large creamy white.
LE PACTOLE,                          Bright straw yellow.
ROSES—Continued.

LOETTE, . . . . White, centre salmon.
GLORIA DE HARDY, . . . Blush white, shaded pink.
LADY WARRENDER, . . . Blush white.
MADAM DESPREZ, " WILLOMOZ, . . . Pure white.

Large white shaded salmon.

Price 50 Cents each, or 35 00 per Dozen.

AMIE VIBERT, . . . (Dwarf,) Pure white in clusters.
CLOTH OF GOLD, . . . Large deep yellow.
FELLEMBERG, . . . Bright red.
ISABELLA GRAY, . . . Golden yellow.
LAMARQUE, . . . White, centre straw.
MADAM MASSOT, (Dwarf,) Blush white.
OPHIRIE, . . . Orange tinted red.
SOLFATARE, . . . Sulphur yellow.

Moss Roses.

50 Cents each.

COMMON MOSS, . . . . Large rose.
JENNY LIND, . . . . Rosy pink.
LANE, . . . . Crimson.
NATHALIA, . . . . Rosy red.
PRINCESS ADELAIDE, . . . Rosy lilac.

Blooming in Spring Only.

YELLOW AND WHITE BANKSIAN.
BLANCH VIBERT, . . . . Pure white.
MADAM HARDY, . . . . The best of all white roses.
PRUD'HOMME, . . . . Satiny rose.
GERANIUMS.

Choice and Select Geraniums.

ARABIAN RED, With dark velvety crimson blotch.
BELLA, Blush white, crimson blotch.
BRIDE OF ABYDOS, Pure white, crimson blotch.
CLOUDED PERFECTION, Large flower, crimson striped.
CONSPICUUM, Rosy crimson, dark maroon spots.
CALLA, Blush white, reddish purple spots.
DUCHESS OF LEINSTER, White, purple blotch.
DUKE OF CORNWALL, Reddish crimson, dark maroon spot.
ENCHANTRESS, White rosy, purple blotch.
HEBE, Blush white, crimson spot.
JENNY LIND, Rosy red, velvety purple spot.
MISS HOLFORD, Rosy pink, purple spot.
MRS. LYONS, (Seedling,) Upper petals, rosy pink; lower petals, blush white, pencilled pink.
MAGNIFICENT, Rich scarlet, dark crimson spot.
NOSEGAY LILAC, Veined purple.
OMAR PACHA, Rosy scarlet, dark velvety purple spot.
PRINCE OF ORANGE, Reddish, purple top, petals black.
PRINCESS MARIANNA, Delicate rosy pink, margined white.
PANDORA, Rich dark scarlet; velvety purple spot.
PRIMA DONNA, Blush white, lilac stripes.
STATUSKII, Crimson, purple edged, lilac.
PUNCH, Rosy lilac, top petals black.

Scarlet Horseshoe, Scented and others.

25 Cents each.

TOM THUMB, Dwarf scarlet.
TOM THUMB'S GENERAL, Strong grower, large scarlet, truss.
LUCIA ROSEA, Delicate pink.
REEDI, Dwarf scarlet, white eye, foliage marked.
CERISE UNIQUE, Cherry red, foliage marked with stripes.
KINGBURY PET, Salmon, foliage marked.
SNOWBALL WHITE, Good bloomer, foliage marked.
COUNTESS DE BECTIVE, Deep salmon, fine, foliage marked.
BRIGHTON HERO, Brilliant scarlet, constant bloomer.
FLOWER OF THE DAY, Variegated foliage, flowers red.
VARIGATA, Variegated foliage.
GERANIUMS—Continued.

Scented Geraniums and others.

25 Cents each, except those noted.

ROSE, LEMON,
OTTO OF ROSE, WHITE IVY LEAF,
PENNYROYAL, COMMON IVY LEAF,
SPICE, OAK LEAF.

APPLE, 35 cents.

COMTONIANUM, A fine winter bloomer, 35 cents.
GIBBOSUM, Singular foliage, flowers small, almost black, 50 cts.

PETUNIAS.

Twelve distinct sorts, including three double varieties, grown in pots, 20 cents each, or $2.00 per dozen.

DAHLIAS.

Fifty select sorts dry roots in the Fall and Winter; small plants in pots, in the Spring, 30 cents each, or $3.00 per dozen.

Chrysanthemums or October Flowers.

Twenty-five distinct and select sorts in pots, can be removed at any season, 25 cents each, or $2.00 per dozen.
No flower gives more satisfaction than the Verbena, not only for the brilliancy and variety of color and profuse blooming, but for its perfect adaptation to this climate. Great improvements have been made the last few years on the old varieties; some of the new varieties are very distinct and fine. To grow the Verbena to perfection the soil should be changed every two years. This collection embraces all the best varieties in cultivation, with many others not described. Grown in pots, well rooted Plants, at $1.50 per dozen:

BRILLIANT DE VACE, . . . Crimson scarlet, strong grower.
BACCHUS, . . . Very dark maroon, white eye.
BEDDING PURPLE,. . . . . Very fine purple.
BICOLOR, . . . Delicate pink, white eye.
CARRACTACUS, . . . Rosy, purple shaded, purple eye.
CRIMSON PERFECTION, . . . Crimson scarlet, light eye.
DEFIANCE, . . . . . . . . Brilliant scarlet, fine.
ETONIAN, . . . Dark purple, white eye, extra fine.
FANNY, . . . Delicate pink, large white eye, very distinct.
FIRE BALL, . . . . . . . . Scarlet crimson.
GEANT DES BATTAILLES,
Deep crimson, dark centre, large truss.
IMPERATRICE ELIZABETH,
Flowers small and distinctly striped.
JEAN BARD, . . . Glossy crimson, white eye, fine.
LA GONDOLIER, . . . Rosy carmine, fine large truss.
LEVIATHAN, . . . Purple, large white eye, fine and distinct.
MADAM CHAURE, . . . . . Blush pink.
MRS. HOLFORD, . . . Pure white, one of the best whites.
NEPTUNE, . . . Very dark maroon, the darkest yet out.
PICCOLOMINI, . . . Rosy scarlet, large truss.
PRINCE FREDERICK WILLIAM, Bright crimson, yellow eye.
PRIMA DONNA, . . . Rosy pink, very large truss.
SNOW'S PURPLE, . . . Deep blue purple, extra fine.
SUNSET, . . . . . . . . Fine rosy pink, large flower.
TOPSY, . . . Rich maroon, distinct white eye, one of the best.
AZALEA.—Although placed in the list of Greenhouse Plants, the Azalea is quite hardy, and will succeed well in the flower garden, if grown in peat soil and leaf or top soil from the woods, and planted in beds by themselves, or with Camellia Japonica, as they require the same soil and treatment. Shade and mulch them, as recommended for Evergreens. The following varieties are offered for sale, with many others, not described:

AZALEA ALBA—White, 50
" PURPUREA—Purple, 50
" COCCINEA—Scarlet, 50
" WILLIAMSI—Crimson, 50
" VARIGATA—Variegated, 50
" LATERITIA—Salmon, 50

ARBUTYLON.—Pretty bell-shaped flowers, constantly in bloom.

" STRIATUM—Yellow, purple stripes, 35
" VENOSUM—Orange, dark purple stripes, 35

ARDEA CRENULATA.—An evergreen shrub, with clusters of scarlet berries, 50

ACACIA FARINOSA—Poppinace, 50
" LENERIS, 100

ALOYSIA CITRIODORA—Lemon-scented Verbena, celebrated for its delightful odor, 50

BEGONIA.—A beautiful class of plants, some with variegated foliage, others constant bloomers.

BEGONIA PRÉSTONIENSIS—Flowers scarlet, 35
" INCARNATA—Large foliage, with red veins, 35
" MANICATA—Flower pink, 35
" REX—Large, beautiful foliage, (new) 50

BOUVRARDIA LIEANTHIA.—A plant with clusters of scarlet tube flowers, blooming all Winter, 35

BIGNONIA.—Climbing plants, profuse bloomers.

" VENUSTA—Orange in clusters, flowers in Winter, 50
" PICTA—Large flowers with lilac stripes, 50

CAMELLIA JAPONICA.—This is the most beautiful of all evergreen shrubs, although quite hardy it is not often seen out of a greenhouse; it requires the same culture as recommended for Azaleas, the late sorts are
the best for open culture. The following varieties, with many others not described, good strong plants, from one to two feet, with flower buds.

CAMELLIA ALBA PLENO—Old double white.
CANDADISSIMA—White, star-shaped.
CHALMERII PERFECTA—Rose.
CALEB COPE—Pink.
DUCHESS DE ORLEANS—White striped rose.
DONKALERII—Crimson and white, semi-double.
FORDII—Fine rose.
FIMBRIATA—Fringed white.
IMBRICATA—Crimson and white.
LANDRETHII—Pale rose.
LADY HUME'S BLUSH, flesh color.
MRS. ABBY WILDER—White striped rose.
SARAH FROST—Rosy crimson.
TRICOLOR—Variegated, semi-double.

CISSUS DISCOLOR—A climbing plant, with very beautiful variegated foliage.

CALLA ETHIOPICA—Lily of the Nile, flowers white.

CALATHEA ZEBRINA—A plant with beautiful foliage.

CLERODENDRON SQUAMATUM—A very showy plant, with clusters of scarlet flowers.

CINERARE—Pretty Winter and Spring blooming plants of various colors; seedling from the best sorts.

CUPHIA—Pretty tube-shaped flowers, constant bloomers.

CHOROZEMA VARIUM—A Winter-blooming plant with orange and red flowers.

DAPHNE ODORA—Flowers blush-white, very fragrant.

EUPHORBIA—Showy plants, blooming all Winter.

FUCHSIA, or LADY'S EAR DROP—Very pretty bell flowers, some of the varieties blooming in Winter. Price 30 cts., or $3.00 per dozen.

ALPHA—Red and purple.
CAROLINE—Crimson.
COLEGIAN—Red and dark purple.
GREEN-HOUSE PLANTS—Continued.

FUCHSIA, DUCHESS OF LANCASTER—White.
   " GLORIA DE NAUSA W—White-striped pink.
   " INCOMPARABLE—Red and purple.
   " PEARL OF ENGLAND—White and red.
   " ROSEA—Red, blooming in Winter.
   " SOUVENIR DE CHISWICK—Crimson and violet.
   " VENUS DE MEDICI—White and violet.
   " VIOLA FLORA PLENO—Red, Double Corolla.
   " PRINCE ALBERT—White and purple.

GESNERIA CINNABARINA—A plant with variegated foliage.

GLOXINIA—Bulbous roots, with pretty tube flowers of various colors, blooming in Summer.

HABOTIAMNUS ELEGANS—A Winter-blooming plant, with large clusters of red tube flowers.

HELIOTROPIUM—Well known plants with fragrant flowers.
   " INTERMEDIUM—Lilac.
   " VOLTAIREANUM.

HIBISCUS—Very showy plants; do well planted out in the flower garden in Summer.
   " FLORA PLENO—Double red.
   " CARNEA PLENO—Double, flesh colored.
   " JAUNE BUFF.
   " LILIFLORUS—Large single red, with white stripes.

HOYA CARNOSA—Wax plant.

IPOMEA, or MORNING GLORY—Climbing plants with showy flowers; do well planted out in Summer.
   " LERII—Large blue.
   " FICIFOLIA—Lilac.
   " HORSFALLIA—Purple.

JUSTICIA CARNEA—Flowers flesh color, a constant bloomer.

KENNEDYA—Climbing plants, with pea-shaped flowers, blooming all Winter.
   " MARRYATTA—Scarlet.
   " CORDIFOLIA—Blue.

LANTANA—Very desirable plants for the flower garden and green-house; planted out in the Spring they will bloom all Summer.
   " CROCEA SUPERBA—Orange and crimson.
   " SELLOWII—Lilac.
GREEN-HOUSE PLANTS—Continued.

LANTANA FELLIONI—Orange, red and purple, (new,) 35
" LUTEA ROSEA—Yellow, changing to rose, (new.) 35
" MARQUES DE SOPOTA—Fine yellow dwarf, (new,) 50
" SNOW BALL WHITE—Dwarf, fine, (new,) 50

LASSANDRA SPLENDENS—A Winter blooming plant, with large purple flowers, 50

LYCOPODIUM ARBOREA—Tree Moss, 50
" COESIUM—Suitable for hanging baskets, 50
" DENTICULATA—Small club moss, 25
" LEPIDOPHYLLUM—Very pretty small moss, 50
" DEFUSUM, 50

MAHERNIA ODORATA—With small, yellow, bell-shaped flowers, 35

NERIUM OLEANDER—Summer blooming plants, with fragrant flowers.
" ALBA—White, semi-double, 50
" OLEANDER—Large double rose, 50

OXALES—Bulbous rooted plants of various colors, blooming in Winter.
" BOWII—Large rose, 25
" CARNEA—Yellow, 25
" ELONGATIS—Pink, 25
" FLORIBUNDA—Rose, 25
" MULTIFLORA—White, 25
" VERSICOLOR—White, with red stripes, 25

PENTAS CARNEA—A constant bloomer, flowers flesh color, 35

PRIMULA SINENSIS—Chinese primrose, flowering all Winter.
" Alba—Fringed white, 25
" PURPUREA—Fringed purple, 25

RONDELETIA SPECIOSA—Orange and red, a constant bloomer, 50
" ANAMATA—Crimson, 50

RUSSELLIA JUNCEA—A constant bloomer, with scarlet flowers, 35

STIGMAPHYLLON CILIATUM—A climbing plant, with golden yellow flowers; will do well planted out in Summer, 50

SALVIA SPLENDENS—Scarlet, a constant bloomer, 25
" LUCANTHA—Violet and white, 25
BULBS AND TUBERS.

Will be ready for delivery in December.

Having had many applications last season for Bulbs, I have imported a few choice varieties. My patrons may rely on their being correct and true to name, having procured them from reliable cultivators in France and Holland.

CIMOMONE—Fine double, mixed colors; per dozen, 60 cents; each, 6
   "   Fine single, mixed colors; per dozen, 30 cents; each, 3
CROCUS—Mixed colors, per dozen, 15
GLADIOLUS FLORIBUNDUS—Pink, rose, and purple; each, 25
   "   PSITTACINUS—Yellow, with reddish-brown spots; each, 25
   "   RAMOSUS—Rose and white Carmine spots; 25
   "   CANDAVENSIS—Scarlet, yellow spots, 25
HYACINTHS—Finest double, named varieties, all colors; each, 25
   "   PARIS or FRENCH—Single, white, per dozen, $1.25; each, 12
   "   "   "   Single, blue, pr. doz. 1.25; each, 12
   "   "   "   Single, flesh color, " " 12
   "   "   "   Double, blue, " " 12
   "   "   "   Double, pink, " " 12
LINUM CANE—White lily, each, 25
NARCESSUS—Double, white, per dozen, 25
   "   Double, yellow, per dozen, 25
RENONCULI—Finest, mixed of all colors, per dozen, 60 cents; each, 6
TIGRIDIA PAVONIA—Tiger flower, per dozen, 50 cents; each, 5
TUBE ROSE—Fine, double, per dozen, $1.00; each, 10
TULIPS—Fine double, mixed colors, per dozen, 60 cents; each, 6
   "   Fine single, mixed all colors, per dozen, 50 cents; each, 5